Coretech - 350 Ankle
Air Splint

SUP2043
HCPCS: L4350

Providing cushioning support for injured
or weak ankles, the Coretech 350 Ankle
Air Splint utilizes therapeutic
compression to relieve pain and
increase circulation while reducing
inﬂammation and swelling in the ankle
following surgery or injury. The exterior
lateral and medial supports also
stabilize the ankle for safe, easy mobility
throughout the day.
Universally designed for the right or left
ankle, the ankle air splint features a slim
heel strap that can be lengthened for a
personalized ﬁt. This also allows the
brace to be used comfortably with any
shoe style or size. A small hand pump is
included for easily inﬂating and deﬂating
the side air panels for customizable
compression and optimal ankle support.

Speciﬁcations
• What's Included:
- 1pc 350 ankle air splint
1pc air pump
• Colors:
- Black outer shell and green inner
padding
• Sizes:
- Universal size
• Materials:
- PP plastic, Nylon, Iron, Polyester, PVC,
100% PU, Rubber, Latex-free
• Care Instructions:
- Wipe down with damp cloth, dry
immediately, the pads can be removed
form each side.
• Sizing Information: The bottom is
adjustable so it can ﬁt men and women
- Men 4 - 13+
- Women 7 - 15+
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Rigid Side Supports

Customizable Compression

Designed to provide stabilizing
support for ankle sprains, injury and
instability.

Inﬂatable side panels stabilize the
ankle and increase circulation with
therapeutic compression.

Easy Inﬂation

Works With Any Shoe Style

Includes a small hand pump to adjust the
pre-inﬂated side air panels.

Low proﬁle heel strap allows the brace to
be worn with any shoe style for all-day
support.
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